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‘Five-Star’ equals excellent
customer service
Over the years, first-hand reports of both good and
bad customer service have crossed my desk. It is always
my pleasure to thank employees that have provided
exceptional customer service. At other times, leadership
must intervene to resolve complaints about poor customer
service. Which instance do you think is preferred? You’re
right. Exceptional customer service wins every time.
The positive side of things is always preferred over
the negative. Isn’t that how our consumers and
other “customers” feel, too?
Every interaction with a customer should be a positive experience. It can be an
opportunity to serve, to fulfill AltaPointe’s mission, to strengthen our reputation and,
ultimately, to affect the bottom line in a constructive way. How can a human services
organization with 600+ employees ensure that employees make the most of
these opportunities?
We decided an “official” program would help us capitalize on these opportunities.
As most of you know, AltaPointe recently introduced its new “Five-Star Customer Service”
program intended to do just that.
The basic workings of the program are these: The “Five-Star” Customer Service
Committee will unify and manage customer-focused behaviors within a framework of
standards, evaluation, training, and rewards and recognition aimed at ensuring consistent
quality service.
The Committee will ensure each employee’s participation in the “Five-Star” process by
working with Human Resources to integrate position-specific standards of behavior into
every annual job evaluation.
“Five-Star” will fully empower and educate you, our employees, about performance
expectations, procedures for recognition of excellent performance, as well as the
consequences of failure.
As we move forward with this tremendous customer service effort, possibly the most
important standard of behavior to keep in mind is this: “We will recognize that we
work with vulnerable adults and children and focus on meeting their needs as if they
are our own.”
If all of us focus on this thought and act accordingly, we will succeed. And as we realize
each success, I expect hundreds of reports of excellent customer
service to come across my desk. Then, it will be my pleasure to
thank each one of you personally.

1957

Cultural Milestones
• Dr. Seuss’s “How the Grinch Stole Christmas” and
“The Cat in the Hat” were published.
• American Bandstand goes national on August 5, 1957
with Dick Clark as the host.
• At a Miami radio station, new employee Lawrence
Harvey Zeiger abruptly adopts a stage name - Larry
King - and begins broadcasting.
• Pulitzer prize awarded to John F. Kennedy for
“Profiles in Courage.”
• Barry Gordy, Jr., invests $700 to fund Motown
Records.
• Eveready produces “AA” size alkaline batteries for
use in personal transistor radios.
• Better Homes & Gardens prints its first microwavecooking article.
• Toyota begins exporting vehicles to the U.S.,
beginning with the Toyota Crown and the
Toyota Land Cruiser
• Vietnam War: First United States casualties
in Vietnam.
• The US Supreme Court rules that obscenity is not
protected by the First Amendment.
• Elvis Presley receives his draft board notice.
• USS Nautilus, the first nuclear-powered submarine,
logged her 60,000th nautical mile, matching the
endurance of the fictional Nautilus described in
Jules Verne’s novel “20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.”

MIS team focuses on the future
Twenty years ago, Steve Dolan walked
Two other new initiatives that expand
through the doors of Mobile Mental
on the EMR infrastructure are Document
Health, as its newly hired data processing
Imaging and Consumer Connect.
manager. Today, Dolan is AltaPointe’s
Document Imaging captures paper docuChief Information Officer who, along
ments such as lab results, report cards,
with a team of seven, oversees one of the
or legal documents, which are accessible
most advanced Information Technology
through the EMR. Consumer Connect
systems among other Alabama mental
will allow consumers to view their
health providers.
consumer treatment information through
MMH operated one IBM System
a web-based portal.
34-midrange computer that was used to
AltaPointe’s MIS team includes, back row from left, Andy Odle,
collect direct service records for billing.
Progressive technology offers
Dorel Borlovan, Steve Dolan, and Kartik Joshi; front row, from left,
There were no software or hardware
efficiencies and solutions
Desiree Newell, Joyce Cureton, Pallavi Gupta and Ed McGaughy.
systems for clinical records or email,
TeleHealth, video conferencing, and
scheduled appointments were kept in a book, no personal computers e-learning are some of the more progressive technologies that MIS
for staff, our pharmacist typed prescriptions on a typewriter, and
supports. In our rural service areas, TeleHealth provides direct,
“TeleHealth” was the stuff of science fiction.
face-to-face care between a physician and a consumer regardless of
Now, more than 450 AltaPointe employees have access to
the physical distance between the consumer and the physician.
computers and system applications, supported by a team whose
This technology also allows AltaPointe employees to engage in
combined technology experience equals more than 90 years.
video conferencing for meetings and educational opportunities.
Netsmart University, an e-learning solution, will aid in the
MIS Team supports complex integrated systems delivery of orientation training, provide a web based medium for
The Management of Information Systems (MIS) team uses a
attaining professional CEUs, and extend the reach of all employees
graduated approach in deploying and enhancing technology
to maintain current compliance with organizational policy and
systems, carefully staging each phase. The MIS group provides
procedures from the comfort of their office.
across-the-board technical and system support through many
integrated systems.
Future includes challenges
The Avatar System supports AltaPointe’s full continuum of
The greatest challenge to MIS continues to be securing a locked
inpatient, outpatient and residential care for all administrative
system while providing the employees with greater functionality and
billing, claiming and collection needs. It also captures consumer
flexibility. “Our goal is to connect employees faster with less effort,”
assessments, treatment plans, progress notes, and medical informaDolan said.
tion through the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) component.
As MIS moves forward to meet its goals, AltaPointe employees
EMR (Avatar), first implemented in 2004, continues to support
could expect better email accessibility, blogs, and possibly corporate
treatment delivery of more than 15,000 AltaPointe consumers by
MySpace functionality that may include the ability of staff members
empowering clinicians immediate access to medical and clinical
to attend meetings while still seated at their desks. MIS hopes to
data. It has expanded to all clinical programs with the exception of
provide email for every employee, increase the number of kiosks
BayPointe, which should reach completion this year.
in all locations; and automate more procedures, such as the
requisition process.

New initiatives expand EMR infrastructure

EMR recently expanded to include InfoScriber, an e-prescribing
solution. With this system, doctors and nurses can create prescriptions electronically, forward prescriptions directly to a pharmacy,
and instantly respond to drug interaction information on the
consumer as the prescription is being written.



MIS team is key to success

“Teamwork and strong work ethic have contributed to MIS’s
success,” Dolan said. “Meeting needs requires the right people
who are in concert with the organization’s mission, and this team
reflects just that.”

Rollout introduces
Five-Star Customer Service
AltaPointe rolled out the new “Five-Star”
Customer Service program during
12 meetings at BayPointe Gymnasium,
Child & Adolescent Services Auditorium
and Zeigler Campus/Gardenia House,
Sept. 8-12. Approximately 85 percent
of AltaPointe’s full-time, part-time,
and contract staff members attended
the sessions.
Judy Marston of Judy Marston &
Associates motivated and entertained staff.
She imparted her knowledge of human
Judy Marston leads a Five-Star session at Gardenia House
nature and communication through
on the Zeigler Campus.
personal stories. She also shared study
results that support the case for organizations like AltaPointe to implement an ongoing
customer service program.
The “Five-Star” program requires the commitment of every leader, supervisor and
staff member in order to succeed. Steering the program is a cross section of AltaPointe staff
members who comprise the Five-Star Customer Service Committee.
“This group has been working diligently behind the scenes for the past six weeks to
finalize details and to develop the processes required to manage a program of this magnitude,” said Carol Mann, director of public relations. “Employees can expect to be ‘secret
shopped,’ interviewed, and trained on the Five-Star process in weeks to come.”

Five-Star Committee
listed by Work Group

Carol Mann, Chair
Kathy McMaken, Co-chair
Jan DeMouy, Administrative Assistant
Standards Work Group
Patricia Sullivan, Facilitator
Michelle Krulewicz-Dees
Mobilia Imobioh
Janet Langley
Donald McGraw
Sonya Sims
Evaluation Work Group
Michelle Brazeal, Facilitator
Rhonda Ahmaad
Beth Blair
Earica Key
Tisha Myers
Rose Skanes
Cella Walker
Nagy Youssef, MD
Training Work Group
Ray Terrell, Facilitator
Toby Cummings
Joyce Cureton
Phyllis Mason
Rewards/Recognition Work Group
Elena Stewart, Facilitator
Charles Graham
Ingrid Hartman
Iwanna McCall
Wanda Moore
Eric Velleux
Employees may contact Carol Mann
at 662-7317 to offer assistance or
suggestions to the Committee.

Connie Reynolds and Ray Terrell practice a firm handshake during the Five-Star Customer Service Roll Out at BayPointe.



People & Positions at the Pointe
Human Resources reports the following new employees joined AltaPointe between June 15 and October 15.

BayPointe - Acute/LPN: Felasia Bell; Acute/RN:
Laurie Beauchamp, Terry Cabaniss, Cora Harris,
Angelea Kersey, Bettye Napier, Donna Schof,
Dianne Sewer, and Brenda Winfield; Acute/Behavioral Aides:
Lakeisha Andrews, Benjamin Helms and
Metrogene Beverly; Acute Care/Behavioral Specialists:
Chiquita Adams, Carlisa Edwards, Johnnice Edwards, and
Teresa McMillan;
Kenan Penaskovic, MD, recently joined
AltaPointe as a psychiatrist at the BayPointe
Adult Evaluation Unit. He and his family
moved to Mobile from North Carolina
where he was a psychiatry resident at
the University of North Carolina (UNC)
Hospitals. Penaskovic earned his bachelor’s
degree from Auburn University and his
medical degree from the University of
Alabama-Birmingham School of Medicine. He is a member
of the American Psychiatric Association. Penaskovic spends as
much time as possible with his wife and son and follows
Auburn football.

Adult Outpatient Services — Gordon Smith: Shirley Kidd,
case manager; Dawn Robinson, office professional;
Andrea Taldon, clerk; and Patricia Wright, clerk; Zeigler
Outpatient: Christe Ellis, RN; Shannon McGee, MS,
therapist; Rebecca Stephens, MS, therapist; Zeigler Outpatient/
Day Treatment: Kimberly Schambie, behavioral aide;
Zeigler Rehab Day Treatment: Demettrice Mitchell,
behavioral specialist
Adult Residential Services — Peer Specialist:
Jaclyn Scanlon, ARS; Behavioral Aides: Tiffany Bush,
therapeutic/Azalea; Nedra Snowden, Azalea; Brenda Phelan,
Old Military; Douglas Davis and Tyra McNeal, Three Notch.
Transitional Living/Behavioral Aides — Deandra
Clifton, Gregory Jones Sr., Christopher Hubbard,
LeaJessica Warner, and Jamie Withers
Position changes
The following AltaPointe employees have transferred into the
following positions: Joyce Barber, coordinator, BayPointe/Adult

Acute/Behavioral Aide/Day Treatment: Marissa Richardson;
Day Treatment/Behavioral Specialists: Dean Logan,
Saul Taylor and Jacquelyn Youngblood; Acute/Behavioral:
Zoie Dickinson, Carla Ellison, Mya Houston, and
Elmarie Johnson; Acute/Recreation Specialist:
Darnesha Lewis; Acute/Therapist: Alefyah Husain,
Alison Chatel and Renee Hunter; Administrative:
April Pollock, office professional
Shakeel Raza, MD, recently joined
AltaPointe as a psychiatrist working at
BayPointe Children’s Residential program.
Originally from Pakistan, he served his
general psychiatry residency at the University
of Buffalo, The State University of New York,
where he diagnosed and managed both pediatric and adult inpatients at the university’s
training hospitals. Raza served as the chief
resident during his last year of residency in 2007. He is a member
of the American Psychiatric Association and the American
Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry. He and his wife,
Farah Khan, MD, also an AltaPointe psychiatrist, welcomed their
first child this October.
Evaluation Unit (AEU); Marjorie Bowden, LPN, Performance
Improvement Department; Laquella Garrett, LPN, Zeigler
Outpatient; Marcia Joiner, therapist/Bridge Team,
Adult Outpatient Services/Gordon Smith; and Mark Miele,
case manager/Bridge Team, AOP/Gordon Smith.

Promotions

Congratulations to the following AltaPointe employees have been
promoted to the following positions: Alberta Abrams, residential
assistant, ARS Safehaven; Michelle Darden, residential assistant,
Adult Residential Services (ARS)/Zeigler; Dorn Frazer,
residential manager, ARS/Three Notch; Tameka Jackson, RN,
nurse manager for adult outpatient nurses; Diane Kirksey,
residential assistant, ARS/Rosewood; Tedra Morris, residential
manager, ARS/Burtonwood; Gwen Mose, assistant coordinator,
ARS/Dogwood; Contrice Powell, residential assistant,
ARS/Dogwood; Jamie Shepherd, team leader/substance abuse
& geriatrics, AOP/West Mobile; and Tina Wilson,
consumer needs specialist, Performance Improvement Department;
Continued on Page 5



Promotions
Schlesinger, Nettles are ‘Heroes of the Fight’
Mental Health America-Southwest Alabama Chapter honored Tuerk
Schlesinger, AltaPointe CEO, and Olivia Nettles, LPC, NCC, clinical director
for AltaPointe Child & Adolescent Services, with
the Eli Lilly Heroes in the Fight Award. MHA
cited Schlesinger and Nettles for their outstanding
contributions to the fight for mental health
services. Mayor Sam Jones acknowledged and
congratulated Schlesinger and Nettles at the
Mobile City Council meeting Tuesday, Oct 14.
Schlesinger
MHA hailed Schlesinger as a “visionary leader who sets
the tone and leads by example, showing his staff to truly care Nettles
for the consumers treated at AltaPointe.”
Nettles, LPC, NCC, received accolades as the director of BayPointe
Hospital who “expects… the highest standards of care for each patient from
every employee, with no exceptions.”

Tan

AOP recognizes Tan
Leadership at Adult Outpatient Services-Gordon Smith
recognizes its clinical team members for jobs well done.
Congratulations to Perry Tan for completing the most
treatment plan reviews.
Campbell earns ‘Spirit of Recovery’ honor
The Drug Education Council recently honored
Rachel Campbell, AltaPointe’s assistant coordinator of
Co-Occurring Services, with a Spirit of Recovery award for
her “passionate commitment to her consumers and recovery.”

Campbell

JLM awards $2,500 grant to Child & Adolescent Outpatient Services
The Junior League of Mobile has awarded $2,500 from its Community
Assistance Fund to AltaPointe Child & Adolescent Outpatient Services. The
grant will be used to purchase the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule
(ADOS), a standardized protocol used to assess social and communicative
behavior associated with autism.
Washington County team focuses on United Way
Michael Goldman, coordinator for the
AltaPointe Community Counseling Center of
Washington County, has led his staff members to
renew support of the United Way of Southwest
Alabama. Goldman and his team cooked and
served hot dogs and all the trimmings to volunteers and staff at a Washington County United
Way Kick-Off this September. The Center’s staff proudly wearing the
“Live United” T-shirts include, clockwise from left: Janice Long,
Amanda Allday, Cathy Beech, and Michael Goldman.

Continued from Page 4

Olivia Nettles, LPC, NCC, is now the director of Child & Adolescent Outpatient
Services located at the Old Shell Road annex (LeMoyne). Nettles had worked as
the director of BayPointe Hospital & Children’s Residential Services since 2002.
She began her career at AltaPointe in 1993, as a therapist in child and adolescent
outpatient services. Nettles steadily moved into management roles beginning
in 1996, as assistant director of child and adolescent outpatient services and in
August 2002, as director of performance improvement.
Robert Carlock,
MS, is now
the assistant
director of Adult
Residential
Services located
at the Zeigler
Campus. Carlock
began working
at BayPointe Hospital & Children’s
Residential Services as assistant
director in 2001. He began his career at
AltaPointe in 1996 as a behavioral aide
at the LeMoyne School before earning
his master’s degree in counseling and
going on to become a therapist in the
children’s outpatient division. Carlock
has held several management roles
including supervisor for the LeMoyne
School and supervisor for Child &
Adolescent Outpatient.

Angela Ferrara,
LPC, LPT, is now
the director
of BayPointe
Hospital &
Children’s
Residential
Services. She
previously
worked as the clinical coordinator of
BayPointe for 7 years and for a brief time
as the Assistant Director. Ferrara has
been employed with AltaPointe for 12
years, initially working as a therapist in
Child & Adolescent Outpatient Services
followed by her position as the assistant
coordinator of the LeMoyne School Day
Treatment Program, beginning the latter
role in August 2001.

Kara Whitney,
MS, is now the
assistant coordinator of the
BayPointe Child
& Adolescent
program.
She joined
AltaPointe May
2007, and has worked as therapist
on the male adolescent unit of the
BayPointe residential program.

Carla Ladnier,
MS, is now
assistant director
of BayPointe
Hospital &
Children’s
Residential
Services. She
joined AltaPointe
six years ago and most recently served
as assistant coordinator of the Child &
Adolescent Residential program
at BayPointe.

Eric Velleux
is now senior
financial
analyst. Under
his direction,
the Accounting
Department will
be migrating
all electronic
billing from the IT department.
Velleux will be responsible for
the timely transmissions of Medicaid
claims and for the denial management
of the claims to ensure maximum
reimbursement.

Tisha Myers is
now business
manager in the
Accounting
Department.
Myers is
responsible
for the billing
and collections
of claims in more than 50 AltaPointe
programs, both inpatient and
outpatient.



Art exhibit illustrates expressions about ‘recovery’
When individuals with addiction problems become consumers of
AltaPointe’s substance abuse treatment services program, they soon
learn that the staff members located at the West Mobile Outpatient
Services office truly are committed to their recovery.
Brandi Johnson, Davey Chastang, Cynthia Stargell, Adrienne
Casey and Leticeia Hooker use various methods to help these
consumers learn to express their feelings. This summer they
elevated the experiences of their consumers to an even higher level.
Art therapy is always a part of the treatment plan, so the staff
came up with an idea to show off the consumers’ artwork, which
took several weeks to complete. The AltaPointe substance abuse
team planned, sponsored and hosted “The Hope of Recovery” art
exhibit, which featured the artwork of more than 40 consumers
at the West Mobile office. AltaPointe employees, referral sources,

Staff members, gathered at the event with some of the art in the background
include, from left, Cynthia Stargell, Leticeia Hooker, Adrienne Casey,
Brandie Johnson, and Davey Chastang.

consumers and their families attended the exhibit and reception,
with many in attendance purchasing some of the art. The proceeds
went directly to
the consumers.
One consumer
visiting the
exhibit paid a
high compliment to the staff
members when
she made this
comment
to Johnson:
“You know, I’ve
been to a lot of
rehabs, and y’all
AltaPointe staff member, Beth Blair, views the artwork
put the dignity
created by AltaPointe consumers.
back into it.”
For Cheryl Holmes, coordinator of substance abuse services, this
comment summarizes how she wants all consumers to feel about her
staff, because she knows the statement is true. “This group worked
late hours and invested themselves in this project with the desire
that ‘The Hope of Recovery’ would help their consumers find their
way to a life truly worth living,” she said. “They are a great team,
and I am proud to work with them.”

Five-Star Spotlight

MAT staff shows excellent customer service during Gustav
On Thursday, August 28, Hurricane Gustav threatened the
northern Gulf Coast. Cheryl Holmes, substance abuse services
coordinator, praised her staff members for their excellent customer
service performance during this emergency. Holmes reported that
the West Mobile Adult Outpatient Substance Abuse Services staff
members had to make sure the consumers requiring medicationassisted treatment (MAT) would not miss any doses.
The MAT staff stayed in frequent communication with
AltaPointe administration, Dr. Marianne Saitz and the State
Methadone Authority. Julie Roberts, pharmacist, and West Mobile
AOP Office nurses, Bobbie Calhoun, Pam Colston and Peggy
Dunning, prepared sufficient quantities of take-home methadone
medication in case it was needed the following Monday through
Wednesday. Clinical staff members Christie Damico, Tonya
Lindsey, Alecia Muhammad, and Heather Anderson contacted all



MAT consumers to verify any special needs and confirm phone
numbers.
On Sunday, Aug. 31, after Gov. Bob Riley called for a
mandatory evacuation South of I-10 in Mobile County, the State
Methadone Authority and Dr. Saitz approved the dispensing of
two special ‘take homes’ and authorized the closing of the clinic on
Monday to assure consumer safety. Damico and Anderson called
consumers and advised them to come to the clinic immediately
to pick up their “Special Take-Home Medication.” That day, the
clinic stayed open an additional three-and-a-half hours after serving
nearly 150 consumers.
“This staff’s professionalism and dedication to excellence
assured order and consumer safety,” Holmes said. “I am very proud
of all of their efforts and their great customer service — even or
especially in a crisis situation.”

Benefits Fair offers direct access to information
More than 250 AltaPointe staff members attended the Second Annual Benefits Fair at
BayPointe, Child & Adolescent Services Office, Zeigler Campus, and Adult Outpatient
Services at Gordon Smith during October.
Sponsored by the HR Department, the fair offers a comfortable environment for
AltaPointe employees to talk to the benefits vendors and HR staff to assess their benefit
options available for the upcoming plan year.
“We want to equip the staff members so they can make informed and appropriate
choices during open enrollment,” said Cindy Martin, human resource specialist.
One attraction at the fair was the chance to win a laptop computer, thanks to the generosity of AltaPointe’s vendors. Rita Smith, AOP case manager, won that drawing. Other
door prizes offered at some of the vendor tables this year included $10 Starbucks gift cards,
$25 Visa gift cards, a lunch bag with thermal cup, fold-up camp chairs, and umbrellas.

Toby Cummings watches the dial
as Marjorie Bowden, RN, checks
his blood pressure during the
Benefits Fair at BayPointe.

Rita Smith seems very happy to
be the winner of the HR Benefits Fair
drawing for a laptop computer.
Smith joined AltaPointe in 1987.

Paul Wiese smiles as he gets his flu
shot from Sonya Sims, RN, during
the Benefits Fair at Zeigler Campus.

Program Progress
Day treatment staff learn how to teach reading to consumers

During an all-day session Thursday, Sept 18 at Zeigler Outpatient Offices,
Lydia Gaudet with Goodwill Easter Seals taught Day Treatment staff members how to
teach consumers to read. ZOP Coordinator Janet Langley said her program had initiated
a literacy focus at the request of day treatment consumers. “I am very excited about the
opportunity for our staff to learn new skills to help improve the lives of our consumers.
We can potentially equip them with skills they can take with them forever.”

Make Christmas
brighter for child and
adolescent consumers
BayPointe Hospital & Children’s
Residential Services and the AltaPointe
Adolescent Transitional Residential
programs need your help to make sure
the children and teenagers under
their care will receive Christmas gifts
this year.
Many of these children and teens
have families that cannot, or do not,
purchase gifts for them. Staff members at
both programs have developed a way to
make sure these youth receive gifts.
“Angel trees” will be available at both
BayPointe and the Child & Adolescent
Services offices. This is how the process
works: Staff members ask each child/
adolescent to make a list of the gifts they
would like. Program supervisors create
an “angel” card for each child/adolescent and write the child’s wish list on the
back of the card. Employees decorate a
Christmas tree with the angels.
To help provide a merry Christmas
for these children, AltaPointe employees
may choose an “angel” card from
a tree at either the BayPointe or
Child & Adolescent Services offices.
For more information, contact
Diane James at 661-0153.

Day treatment staff members gather at Zeigler Outpatient with Lydia Gaudet, center, from Goodwill Easter Seals after a
day-long class focusing on literacy training for consumers.



“Excellence is the result of caring more than others think is wise; risking more than
others think is safe; dreaming more than others think is practical and expecting more
than others think is possible.” — Anonymous
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Looking back:
the AltaPointe
chronicles

2002 — State of Alabama Department of Mental Health closes
		 Searcy Psychiatric Hospital’s adult crisis stabilization unit in Mobile;
		 MMHC relocated it to BayPointe
— Purchased two buildings adjacent to BayPointe
— Opened BayPointe Hospital & Children’s Residential Services
2003 — Completed adult hospital addition at BayPointe
— Opened West Mobile satellite office for adult outpatient services including substance abuse services
2004 — Earned hospital licensure for BayPointe Hospital & Children’s Residential Services

Name at
least two of
these current
or former
AltaPointe
employees

ENTER

!
TO WIN!!

— BayPointe approved as annex for Probate Court
2005 — Assumed clinical training for USA medical students and physician assistant students
— Opened Cedar House, an 8- bed, co-occurring program, at BayPointe
— Opened pharmacy at BayPointe Hospital

COUPON

…and an opportunity to win a
coupon to Panera’s. Submit your answer
along with your name, title, department,
and office phone number to Carol Mann,
director of public relations (c/o Jan
DeMouy) at the Administration Building
before December 21.
Blast from the Past! is a fun way for
employees to test their memories as part
of our 50th Anniversary. Employees that
submit the correct answer will have their
name placed in a drawing for a prize.

Winner!
Winner of last issue’s Blast from the Past!
contest was Claudia Andrews, accounting clerk
in the finance office. Congratulations, Claudia,
for correctly naming Jana Foster as last issue’s
“mystery” employee and winning the drawing.

— Established public relations department
2006 — Established clinic model in outpatient services
— Formalized merger proposal with Indian Rivers; began taking steps necessary for approval
— Merger request denied by DMH/MR
— Completed process to rename Mobile Mental Health; MMH Board approved new name
— Began approval process for new name/letters of incorporation (Approval needed from DMH/MR,
		 City of Mobile, Mobile County, Washington County)
— AltaPointe, Gulf Health Hospitals (Infirmary Health System Baldwin County Hospitals) and
		 Baldwin County Mental Health Center established Gulf Coast Psychiatric, LLC
— Gulf Coast Psychiatric filed a certificate of need (CON) application with the State of Alabama for a
		 66-bed psychiatric teaching hospital for adults to be operated in Daphne, Ala.
2007 — Officially contested a Certificate of Need application filed by SeniorHealth (Tennessee-based firm)
		 to construct and operate a 48-bed psychiatric hospital in Fairhope across from Thomas Hospital
— Opened Community Counseling Center of South Mobile County at the Mostellar Clinic to provide
		 child, adolescent and adult outpatient services in Bayou La Batre
— MMHC observes 50 years of service
HISTORICAL CHANGE
Mobile Mental Health Center became AltaPointe Health Systems, Inc. New brand installed.
Next issue – The 2008 AltaPointe Chronicles
• Chief Executive Officer, Tuerk Schlesinger
• Chief Operating Officer, Julie Bellcase

• Editor, Carol Mann, Director of Public Relations
• Design & Production, Pixallure Design

AltaNews is published quarterly. To send comments or submissions, please call 450-5907 or email to cmann@altapointe.org
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